
 IF AUSTRALIA DOES have a hidden heart, perhaps it’s 
somewhere amid the Painted Hills in South Australia’s 
remote far north. Desolation rarely comes this exquisite. 
The maze of mesas, pedestal rocks and outcrops is nothing 
less than a symphony in coloured ochre, underscored by 

the silence and sheer isolation of vast desert surrounds.
Welcome to Australia’s most dramatic example of “break-

away” country, a geological feature where rocky heights loom 
from flat desert. The area remains little known or visited. Only 
a few hundred people have seen the Painted Hills in the past 
half-century, and in the 50 million years of their existence, 
they’ve been a tourist draw for little more than two. 

Never mind about the exact location – no-one’s about to tell 
you that. The Painted Hills sprawl across some 300sq km
deep inside the world’s largest cattle run, Anna Creek, a private 
property that is bigger than Wales but less populous than 
a peak-hour bus stop. 

There’s no road anywhere near them – not even a dirt track. 
“You can’t drive there, you can’t walk through and you can’t 
camp,” says bush pilot Trevor Wright. “The only way to explore 
them is by air.” Wright has the monopoly on that right now. His 
Wrightsair scenic flights take off from the nearest town, tiny 
William Creek – somewhat less than a handful of buildings on  
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the far-flung Oodnadatta Track – which is well beyond the 
horizon and about 65km from Lake Eyre. 

The flight offers aesthetic pleasures of its own. From the air, 
the purplish desert plain, swathed with green curls of saltbush 
and scratched by dry creek lines, bears an uncanny resem-
blance to Aboriginal art. But this is just the curtain-raiser. 
The Hills’ first outcrops appear, a wall rising from the desert 
floor ahead. Soon we’re above a stony tangle of glorious 
erosion and the show begins. Ravines splashed with yellow, 
weathered hills capped with deep red, caves disappearing in 
a purple haze – the scale is daunting, the effect is haunting 
and the entire terrain seems composed by a painterly eye.  

“Look behind you,” Wright says. From different angles the 
sunlight changes the appearance and colour, he explains. 
“It’s a bit like the changing colours of Uluru.” 

The colours – chiefly earthy tones of brown, yellow, white, 
pink and purple – are formed by oxidation, white showing  

Wrightsair tours daily. Painted Hills (one hour), $180 adult, 
$162 child; Painted Hills-Lake Eyre (two hours), $300 adult, 
$270 child; minimum two passengers. www.wrightsair.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA RED CENTRE 

where iron has totally leached away. Shadows, colours and 
shapes combine to turn the flight into a journey through 
some gargantuan, timeless piece of installation art.

Opening such a fragile, pristine site to tourism without 
compromising preservation is a tricky balancing act. 
Suggestions run to fencing the Painted Hills off to keep rogue 
4WDs out. “Preventing vehicle access by not divulging its 
location is the best measure,” says Wright, who epitomises 
the strong local determination to keep the Hills unspoilt. 
“Tyre marks would leave lasting damage.” 

Questions of trespass on Anna Creek station aside, off-road 
travel through this harsh landscape with zero amenities 
equals serious risk to life and limb. It’s also illegal – the Painted 
Hills fall within the Woomera Prohibited Area, an England-
sized expanse reserved for the testing of war material.

There are no known indigenous connections but, as Wright 
points out, it seems highly likely that Aborigines once came 
here for the coloured ochres. Even the  European discovery is 
cloaked in mystery and, until very recently, the site was hardly 
known to anyone but local stockmen.

Anna Creek’s cattle have never seriously disturbed the 
Painted Hills; lack of feed tends to keep them away. In any 
case, the station runs no more than 16,000 head on its 2.4 
million hectares – currently only 1500 head due to drought 
– spreading them so thin you’d be lucky to see more than a 
handful during the flight from William Creek.

Wildlife native to the Painted Hills includes echidnas, 
lizards and wedge-tailed eagles, but you probably won’t spot 
any fauna from 500 feet. Instead, you’ll be wondering at how 
effortlessly those bands of coloured sandstone harmonise. 
And you’ll marvel at how big our country is to hide such 
a massive treasure for so long. �
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